TFFT Privacy Policy
The goal of this Policy is to provide our supporters with a sense of privacy and security when
interacting with The Foundation For Tomorrow [TFFT]. The Foundation For Tomorrow’s
Privacy Policy sets out to clearly explain what data we collect, how we collect data, and what we
do with the data. This Policy applies to all information received by The Foundation For
Tomorrow. By visiting this website, you consent to TFFT using any information that you provide
to us or that we collect in accordance with the terms and conditions of this policy.
What information is collected by The Foundation For Tomorrow?
We collect personal information that you voluntarily submit it to us.
For example, donors may provide us with personal information (such as name, address, email
address, telephone numbers and/or credit/debit card information). If a donor, or a website visitor,
contacts us by email they may provide us with their email address, and name. Providing data is
required in these contexts in order for us to process your donations, requests, or respond to
inquiries.
In addition to the personal information that you submit to us, we may collect personal
information about you from reputable third parties, or automatically collect information using
web server logs and cookies. Our web servers may collect certain information such as IP address,
pages visited, time of visits, and referring website. Cookies are simple text files stored by your
web browser that provide a method of distinguishing among donors and visitors to the website.
How we use the information
We will not sell, share or trade our donors' names or personal information with any other entity,
nor send mailings to our donors on behalf of other organizations.
This policy applies to all information received by The Foundation For Tomorrow, both online
and offline, on any Platform ("Platform", includes the The Foundation For Tomorrow website
and Team TFFT website), as well as any electronic, written, or oral communications. To the
extent any donations are processed through a third-party service provider, our donors’
information will only be used for purposes necessary to process the donation.
We collect information to engage with our community and provide donors with information
regarding the impact of their donation. We collect information to accept donations and provide
appropriate receipts.
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We use cookies on our site to personalize the experience of our visitors and to support some
necessary functions. We also use cookies to better understand how our visitors interact with our
site. If you prefer not to accept cookies, you can modify your browser preferences to reject
cookies or to be notified when a cookie is set.
If compelled by law to disclose sensitive information, then we will need to comply with such
orders.
Ensuring your data is secure
To help prevent unauthorized access, maintain data accuracy, and ensure the correct use of
information, we have put in place appropriate physical, electronic, and managerial procedures to
safeguard and secure the information we collect. For example, we use industry accepted tools
and techniques such as SSL to protect against unauthorized access to our systems. All data
collected is stored, accessed or processed in the United States.
You can unsubscribe from communications by clicking the link at the bottom of any email. You
can verify, correct, change or remove any personal information by contacting us by email, phone
or mail at the numbers and addresses below.
info[at]TheFoundationForTomorrow.org
(704) 340 - 8969
PO Box 470836 Charlotte, NC 28207
The Foundation For Tomorrow reserves the right, at any time and without notice, to modify this
policy by posting such changes on its site. Any modifications are effective immediately upon
posting and the date is updated below.
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